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"Unfortunately, you've grown up hearing voices that incessantly warn of
government as nothing more than some separate, sinister entity that's at the
root of all of our problems.  Some of these same voices do their best to gum
up the works.  They'll warn that tyranny is always lurking just around the
corner.  You should reject these voices.  Because what they suggest is that our
brave, and creative, and unique experiment in self rule is somehow just a sham
with which we can't be trusted."

−−− Excerpt from Barack Hussein Obama's May 5, 2013 commencement address at
Ohio State University.

Jeremy Hammond, Barrett Brown, Bradly Manning, Andrew Auernheimer, Michael
Hastings, Aaron Swartz, Adam Kokesh, Mercedes Haefer, Kim Dotcom, Edward
Snowden, William Binney, Thomas Drake, Kyle Myers, Julian Assange, Kevin
Mitnick, Ed Cummings, Marty Kasier, James Atkinson, various reporters at the
Associated Press and FOX News, and anyone who uses AT&T, Verizon, the
Internet, etc. would probably all disagree...
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Simple Method to Defeat Outdoor Infrared Motion Sensors

Overview

Outdoor motion−activated lights are fairly common.  These are sensors which are usually placed in
people's yards to activate a light upon the detection of any motion.

The actual "motion sensor" is just a common differential infrared detector (8−14 µm
wavelength).  The output of the infrared detector is slightly amplified then "pulse counted" to
translate any motion into detection.  The final control from the sensor is usually in the form of a relay
triggering the external lighting system.

Most of these outdoor motion−activated lights are designed to only operate at night.  They do this
by incorporating a light sensitive cadmium−sulfide (CdS) photoresistor to monitor the general
background light intensity.  The resistance of these photoresistors is normally very high and lowers
as the photoresistor is illuminated.  The normalized response (wavelength) of CdS photoresistors
follows that very closely of the human eye.  That's to say, they are most sensitive to the "green"
wavelengths between 500−600 nanometers.  CdS photoresistors are only slightly sensitive to the
780 nm infrared wavelength available from common infrared laser diodes.

It's possible to trick an outdoor motion−activated light (at night) by shining a green laser onto the
Fresnel lens of the infrared motion sensor.  The internal reflection of the green laser light off the
Fresnel lens will "light up" the internals of the infrared motion sensor.  This essentially tricks the
infrared motion sensor into believing it's daytime out.  A suitable laser was described in GBPPR
'Zine, Issue #89 as the "GBPPR MIL−SPEC Laser Dazzler" project.

This is all easier said than done, though...  Aiming the tiny green laser dot onto the Fresnel lens of
the infrared motion sensor will require some type of support or pointing apparatus.  One of those
fancy "joystick" camera tripods from Manfrotto should do just nicely.

Wavelength Response of CdS Photoresistors

Common Laser Wavelengths & Descriptions
InGaN                   405 nm      Common in Blu−ray DVD and HD DVD drives.
DPSS Green              532 nm      Frequency doubled from 1064 nm, green laser pointers.
AlGalnP                 635 nm      "Brighter" red laser pointers.
GalnP/AlGalnP           650 nm      Low−cost red laser pointers.
GaAlAs                  780 nm      Common in CD players.  (non−visible)
GaAlAs Pumps for DPSS   808 nm      Pump diode found in green laser pointers.  (non−visible)
CO2                     10,600 nm   Goes through smoke and fog, should also jam the 
                                    infrared detector in the motion sensor.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Test infrared motion sensor.

This is a standalone infrared motion sensor I made to trigger a small neon light when motion is
detected.

It's based on a standard relay output motion sensor I found at a local hardware store.
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Bottom view of the infrared motion sensor.

There are four main on−time settings.  Test, one second on, 5 seconds on, and 10 seconds on.

There is also a variable sensitivity setting which basically determines the detection range.  Minimum
sensitivity is fully−counterclockwise when viewed from the bottom.
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Internal wiring of the test infrared motion sensor.

Nothing really fancy, just follow the wiring diagram in the motion sensor's manual.

There is a 10 amp fuse on the main AC input and an output terminal block in parallel with the
triggered light wire.  This was added for enabling external devices.
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Rear view showing the output terminal block.
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Internal view of the infrared motion sensor.

The Fresnel lens, which is used to create several "zones" for the infrared detector is on the
lower−right.
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Internal view of the infrared motion sensor.

The main infrared decector is the silver circular device in the middle.  The dark rectangle is an
infrared filter ahead of the actual sensor.

The CdS photoresistor is the device to the right of the infrared sensor.  It has a little black "hood" to
direct the field−of−view to that of the infrared sensor.

The CdS photoresistor is the device we wish to "jam" with the laser pointer.
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Overview of the test motion sensor and the GBPPR MIL−SPEC Laser Dazzler from GBPPR 'Zine,
Issue #89.
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Example infrared motion sensor jamming with the GBPPR MIL−SPEC Laser Dazzler.

The slightly expanded laser beam from the dazzler is very useful for keeping the laser on the target
motion sensor.
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Real−world testing.

I was able to sneak up on the motion sensor by "jamming" the CdS photoresistor with the green
laser dazzler.

Keeping the laser dot on the sensor's Fresnel lens was quite tricky.  It would probably be a better
idea to setup a laser jammer (with an expanded beam) a hundred feet away or so, pointing at the
target motion sensor.
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Bonus

Excerpt from Bill Cooper's Behold a Pale Horse, which was written in 1991.

Kinda sounds like "Fast & Furious" and all other shooting/gun scandals, doesn't it?
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End of Issue #111

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Garbage left behind after Obongo's speech on "climate change."

(twitter.com/AmyAHarder/status/349648025611800576/photo/1)
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Excerpts from several October 2011 FBI documents obtained by the Partnership for Civil Justice
Fund.

View the full documents here: justiceonline.org/docs/fbi−occupy−documents−1.pdf

The FBI wanted snipers to kill the "leadership" of the Occupy Wall Street movement in case the
99% grew tired of all the bullshit and started to fight back.

If the FBI's actions are not considered "terrorism," then I don't know what is.

And I better not warn you that "tyranny is always lurking just around the corner," or Obummer may
drone strike me...
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Blatant CNN Lie During the George Zimmerman Trial

The witness, John Good, clearly stated in court that the "lighter−skin" person was on the bottom and
was being straddled by a "darker−skin" person.

Good said the darker−skin appeared to be holding down the lighter−skin person and punching him
"MMA style."

He also said he did not see the person on the bottom throw any punches at the person on top of
him, and the person on the bottom was also calling for help − and wearing red clothes similar to
Zimmerman's at the time.

The Juden−media is going out−of−their−way to cover for the "NO_LIMIT_NIGGA."

Also, the media kept saying Trayvon was carrying "ice tea and Skittles."

He was actually carrying Arizona Watermelon Fruit Juice Cocktail, which when mixed with candy
and prescription−strength cough syrup containing codeine, makes some sort of nigger drug called
"sizzurp," "purple drank," "lean," or some other fine nigger invention.

The picture on the right was taking from Trayvon's cell phone.  It looks like it could be cough syrup.
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(gawker.com/5897485/white−supremacist−hacks−trayvon−martins−email−account−
leaks−messages−online)

Another fine bit of Trayvon Martin propaganda is this Gawker article by Adrian Chen.

After Trayvon Martin's email were allegedly hacked by "Klanklannon," Gawker attempted to spin the
story by saying the emails show Martin was just a normal teenager getting ready for college.  They
didn't seem to want to cover all the drug references, though.

In Chen's article, they use the stereotypical younger Trayvon Martin photo along with a blurred
screenshot of Trayvon Martin's email subject lines.

Note how the only unblurred subject line mentions "Trayvon, now is the best time to take the SAT!"

A reminder from his teachers, guidance counselors, or parents?

Nope!

It's actually spam!  Lots of people, especially high school students, get spam emails with this exact
same subject line!

Note that Gawker often uses sensational headlines and stories in order to generate ad views and
clicks for revenue − just like most of the other tabloid websites.
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No outrage in the media.
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Is the world finally waking up?

Will Americans ever wake up?
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